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Question #:1 
 
Your company offers a popular gaming service. Your instances are deployed with private IP addresses, and external access is granted through a global load balancer. You have recently 
engaged a traffic-scrubbing service and want to restrict your origin to allow connections only from the traffic-scrubbing service. 
What should you do? 
 
A. Create a Cloud Armor Security Policy that blocks all traffic except for the traffic-scrubbing service. 
B. Create a VPC Firewall rule that blocks all traffic except for the traffic-scrubbing service. 
C. Create a VPC Service Control Perimeter that blocks all traffic except for the traffic-scrubbing service. 
D. Create IPTables firewall rules that block all traffic except for the traffic-scrubbing service. 
 
Answer: B 
 

Question #:2 
 
You have a storage bucket that contains two objects. Cloud CDN is enabled on the bucket, and both objects have been successfully cached. Now you want to make sure that one of the two 
objects will not be cached anymore, and will always be served to the internet directly from the origin. 
What should you do? 
 
A. Ensure that the object you don’t want to be cached anymore is not shared publicly. 
B. Create a new storage bucket, and move the object you don’t want to be checked anymore inside it. Then edit the bucket setting and enable the private attribute. 
C. Add an appropriate lifecycle rule on the storage bucket containing the two objects. 
D. Add a Cache-Control entry with value private to the metadata of the object you don’t want to be cached anymore. Invalidate all the previously cached copies. 
 
Answer: A 
 

Question #:3 
 
You have created an HTTP(S) load balanced service. You need to verify that your backend instances are responding properly. How should you configure the health check? 
A. Set request-path to a specific URL used for health checking, and set proxy-header to PROXY_V1. 
B. Set request-path to a specific URL used for health checking, and set host to include a custom host header that identifies the health check. 
C. Set request-path to a specific URL used for health checking, and set response to a string that the backend service will always return in the response body. 
D. Set proxy-header to the default value, and set host to include a custom host header that identifies the health check. 
 
Answer: B 
 

Question #:4 
 
Your company just completed the acquisition of Altostrat (a current GCP customer). Each company has a separate organization in GCP and has implemented a custom DNS solution. Each 
organization will retain its current domain and host names until after a full transition and architectural review is done in one year. These are the assumptions for both GCP environments. 
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• Each organization has enabled full connectivity between all of its projects by using Shared VPC. 
• Both organizations strictly use the 10.0.0.0/8 address space for their instances, except for bastion hosts (for accessing the instances) and load balancers for serving web traffic. 
• There are no prefix overlaps between the two organizations. 
• Both organizations already have firewall rules that allow all inbound and outbound traffic from the 10.0.0.0/8 address space. 
• Neither organization has Interconnects to their on-premises environment. 
 
You want to integrate networking and DNS infrastructure of both organizations as quickly as possible and with minimal downtime. 
Which two steps should you take? (Choose two.) 
 
A. Provision Cloud Interconnect to connect both organizations together. 
B. Set up some variant of DNS forwarding and zone transfers in each organization. 
C. Connect VPCs in both organizations using Cloud VPN together with Cloud Router. 
D. Use Cloud DNS to create A records of all VMs and resources across all projects in both organizations. 
E. Create a third organization with a new host project, and attach all projects from your company and 
Altostrat to it using shared VPC. 
 
Answer: A D 
 

Question #:5 
 
Your organization is deploying a single project for 3 separate departments. Two of these departments require network connectivity between each other, but the third department should 
remain in isolation. Your design should create separate network administrative domains between these departments. You want to minimize operational overhead. 
How should you design the topology? 
 
A. Create a Shared VPC Host Project and the respective Service Projects for each of the 3 separate departments. 
B. Create 3 separate VPCs, and use Cloud VPN to establish connectivity between the two appropriate VPCs. 
C. Create 3 separate VPCs, and use VPC peering to establish connectivity between the two appropriate VPCs. 
D. Create a single project, and deploy specific firewall rules. Use network tags to isolate access between the departments. 
 
Answer: A 
 
Explanation 
 
Use Shared VPC to connect to a common VPC network. Resources in those projects can communicate with each other securely and efficiently across project boundaries using internal IPs. 
You can manage shared network resources, such as subnets, routes, and firewalls, from a central host project, enabling you to apply and enforce consistent network policies across the 
projects. 
 
With Shared VPC and IAM controls, you can separate network administration from project administration. 
This separation helps you implement the principle of least privilege. For example, a centralized network team can administer the network without having any permissions into the 
participating projects. Similarly, the project admins can manage their project resources without any permissions to manipulate the shared network. 
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Question #:6 
 
You have recently been put in charge of managing identity and access management for your organization. You have several projects and want to use scripting and automation wherever 
possible. You want to grant the editor role to a project member. 
Which two methods can you use to accomplish this? (Choose two.) 
 
A. GetIamPolicy() via REST API 
B. setIamPolicy() via REST API 
C. gcloud pubsub add-iam-policy-binding Sprojectname --member user:Susername --role roles/editor 
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D. gcloud projects add-iam-policy-binding Sprojectname --member user:Susername --role roles/editor 
E. Enter an email address in the Add members field, and select the desired role from the drop-down menu in the GCP Console. 
 
Answer: D E 
 

Full Access 
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